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From product compliance to proactive supply chain management & innovation leadership.
Some Challenges Are too Big to Be Faced Alone

Transforming an industry requires

• Collaboration
• Transparency
• Commitment
From Competitive Advantage to Collaborative Impact
ZDHC MULTI-STAKEHOLDER: GROWING COMMUNITY

Status: 1 November 2022
A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO SUSTAINABLE CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT - ZDHC MRSL

At Each facility in Supply Chain

Guidelines
- ZDHC MRSL
- ZDHC Conformance Guidance

Tools
- ChemCheck
- InCheck
- SUPPLIER to Zero
- ClearStream

Database

The ZDHC Gateway Chemical Module and Wastewater Module
Where we are now?
A fast-growing global community
is scaling up Roadmap to Zero implementation efforts

- 2,434 FORMULATOR ACCOUNTS
- 40 ZDHC Accepted Laboratory Accounts for WW testing
- 17,229 FORMULATOR ACCOUNTS
- 69,090 ZDHC BRAND & FRANDS
- 9,434 SUPPLIER ACCOUNTS
- 84,133 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
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ZDHC Global Footprint

9000+ Facilities
90+ Countries
200+ Contributors
Apply ZDHC solution-oriented framework based on MRSL - SCM

- Business case & MSI approach
- Not duplicate the work
- Measurable KPIs and impact
- Data traceability